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Abstract
Researchers investigating causal mechanisms in survey experiments often rely on non-randomized
quantities to isolate the indirect effect of treatment through these variables. Such an approach,
however, requires a “selection-on-observables” assumption, which undermines the advantages of
a randomized experiment. In this paper, we show what can be learned about casual mechanisms
through experimental design alone. We propose a factorial design that provides or withholds information on mediating variables and allows for the identification of the overall average treatment
effect and the controlled direct effect of treatment fixing a potential mediator. While this design
cannot identify indirect effects on its own, it avoids making the selection-on-observable assumption of the standard mediation approach while providing evidence for a broader understanding
of causal mechanisms that encompasses both indirect effects and interactions. We illustrate these
approaches via two examples, one on evaluations of U.S. Supreme Court nominees and the other
on perceptions of the democratic peace.
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Introduction

Social scientists have increasingly turned to survey experiments to determine the existence of causal
effects. Understanding why a causal effect exists, however, is also an important goal. For example, do
survey respondents have different views about white versus black U.S. presidential candidates primarily because they think white and black politicians tend to belong to different parties? Do respondents
support a preemptive American strike against a non-democratic nuclear power because they tend to
assume non-democracies are threatening to the United States?
Despite the importance of properly assessing such causal mechanisms, a widely used approach
has been to observe, rather than manipulate, a potentially mediating variable. In our example of presidential candidates, it would not be unusual for a researcher to ask respondents to speculate about
the party of hypothetical black or white presidential candidates and then use that quantity for mediation analyses. In the example of preemptive strikes, a researcher might ask whether respondents
believe the rising nuclear power is threatening or not. A downside to this approach, however, is that it
“breaks” the experimental design by introducing non-randomized observational data (e.g., inferred
party or speculation about threat), thus raising the specter of omitted variable bias among other issues. This undermines the purpose of using a survey experiment to identify causal effects.
In this paper, we describe a broad set of experimental designs that can, under certain assumptions, speak to causal mechanisms while retaining many of the benefits of experimental control. Our
approach leverages a different strategy, one that has gained traction among applied researchers, which
is to manipulate the information environment. For example, would opinions about white and black
presidential candidates change if respondents were provided with the additional cue that both candidates are Republicans? Would opinions about nuclear strikes against non-democracies persist if we
also tell respondents that the country poses little threat to the U.S.?
As we show, manipulating the informational environment of a survey experiment in this fashion
can reveal substantively important patterns. Specifically, we propose a factorial design that randomly
assigns the treatment of interest as one factor and the provision or withholding of information about
the proposed mediator as another factor. This type of design, proposed in the context of mediation

analysis by Imai, Tingley and Yamamoto (2013), can identify the overall average treatment effect
and the controlled direct effect of an attribute. This latter quantity is the treatment effect with another
(potentially mediating) attribute held fixed at a particular value (Robins and Greenland, 1992). In the
presidential candidate example, showing respondents additional information that both candidates
are Republicans and still seeing an effect associated with candidate race would be a controlled direct
effect—that is, the effect of a racial cue with partisanship held constant.
By selectively giving respondents information about the mediator, this design can help provide
evidence for what role the mediator plays in the mechanism that generates the treatment effect. Our
design takes advantage of previous work showing that the difference between the average treatment
effect and the controlled direct effect, which we call the eliminated effect, can be interpreted as a
combination of an indirect (or mediated) effect and a causal interaction (VanderWeele, 2015). As
we argue, both are components of a causal mechanism, meaning that, when the eliminated effect is
large, we can infer that the mediating attribute helps explain the overall effect and thus plays a role in
the mechanism of that treatment. In describing the design, we compare this approach to a traditional
mediation analysis that focuses only on indirect effects. We also highlight the inherent trade-off in our
approach: while our assumptions are weaker than those needed for mediation, they cannot separately
identify the indirect effect and the causal interaction. Nevertheless, our proposed quantities of interest
still provide valuable information about causal mechanisms, more broadly defined (see also Gerber
and Green, 2012, Ch. 10). Furthermore, these inferences will be robust to assumptions about nonrandomized moderators or mediators, which are violated in a large share of experiments in political
science.
A second contribution of this paper is to show how this approach to direct effects and causal
mechanisms is affected by imperfect manipulation of the mediator. In survey experiments, the key
mediating variable is often not necessarily the provision of some key information, but rather the respondent’s belief about that information. If these differ, the average controlled direct effect of the mediating variable (the belief) will not be identified and the standard decompositions that we discussed
above will not apply. To address this, we derive a similar decomposition in this setting. We also show
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how to interpret results under imperfect manipulation of the mediator. Under these assumptions,
we can use the manipulation (what the researcher tells the respondent) rather the mediating variable
(what the respondent believes) and still recover a combination of the indirect and interaction effects
induced by the manipulation.
Our third contribution is to provide guidance on how intervening on a potential mediator can
be (and has been) applied in experimental settings, particularly in survey experiments. We demonstrate this using two illustrative examples. The first examines how the public evaluates nominees to
the U.S. Supreme Court and documents how showing the respondents information about the nominee’s partisanship reduces the signal conveyed by the nominee’s race or ethnicity (a topic explored
in Sen, 2017). That is, most of the total effect of race can be explained by the inferred partisanship
of the nominee. The second example replicates findings from Tomz and Weeks (2013) on the theory of the “democratic peace” showing that Americans are less likely to support preemptive strikes
against democracies versus non-democracies. Using our framework, we are able to show that this difference is strengthened when information about potential threats are provided, suggesting that the
potential threat of a nuclear program plays a role in how Americans decide to support preemptive
strikes against democracies versus non-democracies. Importantly, we reach this conclusion without
requiring the strong assumptions of the original paper’s mediation analysis.
This paper proceeds as follows. We first describe an illustrative example we use throughout, that of
a survey experiment assessing public support for U.S. Supreme Court nominees. Next, we introduce
the formalism, define the key terms, and explain how our approach differs from others. We then
define our three main causal quantities of interest: (1) controlled direct effects, (2) natural mediator
effects, and (3) eliminated effects. We relate these quantities to causal mechanisms under both perfect
and imperfect manipulation of the mediator. Furthermore, we show how these quantities apply not
just to experiments (and survey experiments in particular), but also more broadly to observational
contexts. We then present the two applications, which show that we can identify different quantities
of interest depending on the information provided to respondents. We conclude by discussing the
implications for applied researchers using survey experiments.
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2

Setting and Illustrative Example

We develop the main ideas using the example of a candidate choice survey experiment. Suppose a
researcher is studying how the public evaluates potential U.S. Supreme Court nominees and whether
black and white nominees are evaluated differently. An attractive design for this question would be
one that randomly presents respondents with one of two profiles: one with a nominee identified to
the respondents as African American and one identified as white. Comparing evaluations of the two
profiles would allow the researcher to estimate the treatment effect associated with the racial cue.
However, without further information provided to the respondents, a simple design such as this
one would fail to clarify the mechanism behind the treatment effect. For example, a negative treatment effect of the black racial cue could be attributed to racial animus. Or, a negative treatment effect
among certain respondents could be attributed to a prior belief that black nominees are more likely
to be Democrats (McDermott, 1998). Yet another possibility is that a negative treatment effect could
be attributed to respondents thinking that white candidates are more likely to have previous judicial
experience and are therefore more “qualified.” These explanations have different substantive implications: the first mechanism relies on racial prejudice while the second and third point to race as a
heuristic for other characteristics.
Manipulating the information environment can help researchers investigate these differing explanations. For example, if the researcher included information about the candidate’s partisanship in
his experiment (as part of the candidate’s profile, perhaps) then he would be able to assess whether the
second hypothesis has support. If he included information about the candidate’s professional background, then he would be able to assess support for the third hypothesis. This kind of approach—
increasingly popular in political science—illustrates the reasoning for manipulating the information
environment in survey experiments.
We view the goals of these types of experiments as twofold. First, researchers using such designs
want to estimate the baseline causal effects. In our example, is there an effect of nominee race on
respondent choice? This is straightforward to assess in an experimental setting, and a large literature
in statistics and political science has focused on how to estimate these treatment effects. More com4

plicated is the second goal, which is, given a particular total effect (or marginal component effect, to
use the terminology of conjoint experiments), how and why is there an effect? In our example, our
researcher wants to know the mechanism by which the effect came to be—that is, why does race affect
a respondent’s choice? Although such questions have been of increasing interest, most researchers
have proceeded in an ad hoc basis or via including observational data back into the analysis, thus
undermining the purpose of using an experimental design. Our goal here is to reason more formally
about this second goal of investigating mechanisms.

2.1

Mechanisms, Mediation, and Interaction

We now turn to explaining what we mean by a causal mechanism and how certain experimental designs facilitate their exploration. First, a causal mechanism provides an explanation for why and how
a cause occurs. (That is, what factors contributed to the causal effect that we see in front of us?) Second, in the spirit of counterfactual reasoning, a causal mechanism explains how an intervention or a
change in contextual forces could have produced a different result. Thus, building from the framework introduced by VanderWeele (2015), we define a causal mechanism as either a description of
(1) the causal process, or how a treatment affects an outcome; or (2) a causal interaction, or in what
context does the treatment affect the outcome. We note that past approaches to causal mechanisms,
such as Imai et al. (2011), have equated causal mechanisms with indirect effects and causal processes
exclusively. We believe that both causal processes and causal interactions speak to the mechanism
by which a treatment affects an outcome and that both address the questions we posed above. Both
also give applied researchers insights that can be used to design better, more effectively-tailored interventions.
Mechanisms as causal processes. The first of these, mechanisms as causal processes, describes how
the causal effect of a treatment might flow through another intermediate variable on a causal pathway
from treatment to outcome (Imai et al., 2011). The existence of a causal process—also called an
indirect or mediated effect—tells us how the treatment effect depends on a particular pathway and
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gives us insight into how changes to the treatment—ones that might alter these pathways—would
produce different treatment effects. In terms of our illustration of black versus white Supreme Court
nominees, this could be how the hypothetical nominee’s race affects respondents’ beliefs about the
nominee’s partisanship, which in turn affects respondent choice.
Mechanisms as causal interactions. The second of these, mechanisms as causal interactions, describes how manipulating a secondary, possibly intermediate variable can change the magnitude and
direction of a causal effect. This is an important goal for many applied researchers: a causal interaction reveals how a treatment effect could be either altered or entirely removed through the act of
intervening on a mediating variable. In this sense, causal interactions speak to the context of a causal
effect, as opposed to the pathway, and how altering this context can change the effectiveness of a particular intervention (VanderWeele, 2015, p. 9). In terms of hypothetical Supreme Court candidates,
a straightforward example is partisanship. Providing respondents with information about a candidate’s partisanship could substantially alter the effects associated with race if, for example, race is a
more (or less) salient consideration when the nominee is of the same party as the respondent.
We note that causal interactions do not depend on the treatment causally affecting the mediator,
which means that exploring mechanisms as causal interactions works well with experiments that
randomly assign several attributes at once, such as conjoints or vignettes. For example, suppose a
researcher randomly assigns respondents to Supreme Court nominee profiles with different racial
backgrounds and also with different partisan affiliations (i.e., with randomly assigned combinations of
the two). By design, race (the treatment) does not causally affect partisanship (the mediator) because
both have been randomly assigned. However, the effects of race on respondent evaluation of the
hypothetical nominee may still nonetheless depend on the value taken by partisanship (the mediator).
Moreover, the interactions between the two, as we discussed above, yield insights into the mechanism
by which race affects respondents’ evaluations in situations where partisanship is not manipulated.
We still use the language of “mediator” as a shorthand for “potential mechanism variable” since these
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factors may mediate the effect when not manipulated. Below we also consider the case where the
researcher can only imperfectly manipulate the mediator.
Differences with other approaches. Our approach differs in some respects from existing frameworks. For example, Dafoe, Zhang and Caughey (2017) refer to the changing nature of the treatment
effects in the setting that we have in mind as a lack of “informational equivalence.” Under their framework, the true treatment effect of a randomized assignment is masked by a respondents’ beliefs over
other features of the vignette (see also Bansak et al., 2017).1 The benefit of this approach is that it clarifies the connection between the experimental design and the beliefs of respondents. Our approach
differs in that we place no value-labeling on the various effects estimated with different designs. That
is, we do not seek to estimate the “true” effect of some treatment, but rather we seek to understand
why a particular treatment effect might exist. Below, we do engage with the beliefs of respondents in
discussing imperfect manipulation of the mediators.
Another approach is that of Imai, Tingley and Yamamoto (2013), who explore various experimental designs (including the one we consider below) that help identify mediation effects and thus
focus on mechanisms as causal processes. In many cases, these designs cannot point-identify these
indirect effects, though bounds on the effects can be estimated from the data. However, these bounds
may not even identify the direction of the effect. This highlights a limitation of some experimental
designs in which unpacking a causal mechanism in terms of processes and interactions is impossible. It also motivates our present set of questions—what can we learn or explain about a set of causal
effects from these experimental designs?
Imai, Keele and Yamamoto (2010) provide assumptions that can identify indirect effects and thus
separate them from causal interactions, but these assumptions requires no mediator-outcome confounders (observed or unobserved) other than the treatment and any pre-treatment covariates. When
the mediator is simply observed and not manipulated, it is difficult to justify the assumption that, to
1

For example, using our illustration, if the researcher only provided respondents with information about the candidate’s race (and not about partisanship), then any kind of treatment effect associated with race would not be informationally equivalent due to partisanship. That is, respondents might assume that candidates of certain racial or ethnic
backgrounds have different partisanships.
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use our example, the race of the nominee is the only confounder for the relationship between inferred
partisanship and support for the candidate. Our proposed design sidesteps this concern by randomly
assigning the mediator in certain experimental arms. This has the advantage of allowing us to drop
any assumptions about mediator-outcome confounders but has the disadvantage of not allowing us
to distinguish between causal processes and causal interactions. We explore this trade-off in further
detail below. A middle ground between these would be to use our approach as a baseline estimate
and then combine the Imai, Keele and Yamamoto (2010) approach of a sensitivity analysis to explore
the range of plausible indirect effects given the experimental design.
Perhaps the most similar to our approach is that of Gerber and Green (2012), who propose an
“implicit mediation analysis,” which involves creating multiple versions of the treatment that differ
in theoretically meaningful ways and can provide insight into causal mechanisms (pp. 333–6). The
approach we take in this paper is a version of this implicit mediation analysis, but we extend the idea
to discuss exactly what quantities of interest can be identified and how those might speak to specific
causal questions. Below, we also build on the analysis of “manipulating the mediator” experiments in
Gerber and Green (2012), addressing their concerns about the inability of a researcher to set values
of the mediator perfectly.

3

Assumptions and Quantities of Interest

We now present the formalism. We denote the treatment by Ti , where Ti can take on one of Jt values
in the set T . To keep the discussion focused, we assume that there is only one attribute in Ti (such as
race in our example), but below we discuss extending the framework to handle a multidimensional
treatment, as in a conjoint design. There is also a potential mediator, Mi , which we assume is binary.
(We address multi-leveled mediators in the Supplemental Materials.) In our example, Ti = 1 would
indicate that a hypothetical Supreme Court nominee was reported to be African American and Ti = 0
would indicate that the nominee was reported to be white. The mediator might be partisanship; for
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example, Mi = 1 would indicate that the nominee is identified as a Democrat and Mi = 0 that the
nominee is a Republican.
We consider a setting with parallel survey experiments, which we indicate by Di ∈ {d∗ , d0 , , d1 },
where i is the subject (Imai, Tingley and Yamamoto, 2013). Subjects with Di = d∗ are in the naturalmediator arm, in which only the treatment is randomized. In the other arms, called manipulatedmediator arms, both the treatment and the mediator are randomized for subject i. For example, Di =
d0 represents informing the subject that the nominee is a Republican (and so Mi should be 0) and
Di = d1 represents informing the subject that the nominee is a Democrat (and so Mi = 1).
To define the key quantities of interest, we rely on the potential outcomes framework for causal
inference (Rubin, 1974; Holland, 1986; Neyman, 1923). In this setting, the mediator has potential
outcomes that possibly depend on both the treatment and experimental arm, Mi (t, d), which is the
value that the mediator would take for subject i if they were assigned to treatment condition t and
experimental arm d. For example, Mi (t, d∗ ) would be what i infers the party of the nominee to be
if only given information about nominee race.2 In the manipulated-mediator arm with Di = d0 ,
on the other hand, both the treatment and the mediator would be assigned by the researcher. This
would correspond in our example with providing respondents with race/ethnicity information and
partisan information about the hypothetical nominees. For now, we assume perfect manipulation of
the mediator so that Mi (t, d1 ) = 1 and Mi (t, d0 ) = 0 for all respondents and all levels of treatment,
t. That is, we assume that if we tell the subjects that the nominee is a Democrat, Di = d1 , then the
subject believes the candidate is a Democrat, Mi = 1. Below, we weaken this assumption to allow for
imperfect manipulation of the mediator.
In each experiment, the subjects have potential outcomes associated with every combination of
the treatment and the mediator, Yi (t, m, d), which is the value that the outcome would take if Ti , Mi
and Di were set to values t, m, and d, respectively. We only observe one of these possible potential
outcomes, Yi = Yi (Ti , Mi , Di ), which is the potential outcome evaluated at the observed combination
2

In this case, respondents may assume that a nominee identified as black is a Democrat (McDermott, 1998). Such a
presumption would be in line with what Dafoe, Zhang and Caughey refer to as a lack of informational equivalence.
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of the treatment and the mediator. As in Imai, Tingley and Yamamoto (2013), we make the following
exclusion restriction:
Assumption 1 (Manipulation Exclusion Restriction). For all (t, m) ∈ T ×M and (d, d′ ) ∈ {d∗ , d0 , d1 }2 ,
Yi (t, m, d) = Yi (t, m, d′ ) ≡ Yi (t, m).
The assumption states that the experimental arm only affects the outcome through its influence
on the value of the mediator. In our example, this means that we assume a respondent’s support for
the candidate is the same regardless of whether the respondent infers that the nominee is a Democrat
from the racial information as opposed to whether she was actually provided with the explicit cue
that the nominee is a Democrat. This assumption could be violated if, for example, giving the respondents partisan information leads them to presume the study itself is about partisanship, thereby
causing them to put increased importance on partisanship in that context and not in the other experimental arms where it is not provided. If this assumption is violated, then it is difficult to connect the
experiment to mechanisms because, in some sense, the manipulation of the mediator and the natural
value of the mediator are inherently different concepts and cannot be compared in the same experiment. Thus, this assumption limits the types of mediators that could be studied with our proposed
design.
The exclusion restriction enables us to write the potential outcomes simply as Yi (t, m) = Yi (t, m, d).
In the natural-mediator arm, with Di = d∗ , the mediator takes its natural value—that is, the value it
would take under the assigned treatment condition. We sometimes write Yi (t) = Yi (t, Mi (t, d∗ )) to
be the potential outcome just setting the value of the treatment. We also make a consistency assumption that connects the observed outcomes to the potential outcomes, such that Yi = Yi (Ti , Mi ) and
Mi = Mi (Ti , Di ).
We make a randomization assumptions that follows directly from the design of these experiments.
We assume that both the treatment and the experimental-arm indicator are randomly assigned:
Assumption 2 (Parallel Randomization). For all (t, t′ , m, d) ∈ T 2 × {0, 1} × {d∗ , d0 , d1 },

{Yi (t, m), Mi (t′ , d)} ⊥⊥ {Ti , Di }
10

This assumption implies that the treatment alone is randomized in the natural-mediator arm and
that both the treatment and the mediator are randomized in the manipulated-mediator arm. This
assumption is substantially weaker than the sequential ignorability assumption of Imai, Keele and
Yamamoto (2010) that justify the use of standard tools for mediation analysis. Those assumptions
require the potential mediator itself to be as good as randomly assigned even though the mediator is
only observed, not manipulated, in that setting. This assumption is likely to be false in many settings.
In our running example, it would require no unmeasured confounders for the relationship between
inferred partisanship of the candidate and their support for the candidate. But there are several likely
confounders in this setting, including the policy preferences of the respondent. If we cannot properly measure and control for all of these potential confounders, then the basic assumptions of the
mediation approach will be violated and conducting such an analysis is not possible. Essentially, the
mediation approach embeds an observational study (of the mediator) into the experimental setting.
Our approach avoids these pitfalls by randomly assigning the potential mediator, ensuring that no
unmeasured confounders holds by design. A trade-off with our approach is that while the assumptions are much more likely to hold, we cannot identify the same quantities of interest as in a mediation
analysis. As we argue below, we believe the quantities of interest we can identify in this setting still
provide substantively meaningful evidence on the causal mechanisms at work in the experiment.
This proposed design is an example of a Jt × 3 factorial design, with the first factor being treatment
and the second factor being the mediator arm. These experimental designs are common throughout
the social sciences, allowing researchers to apply familiar intuitions to this setting. Note that one
limitation of this type of design is that when there are a large number of treatment or mediator categories being investigated, the statistical power of the experiment will be constrained and will require
large sample sizes. For this reason, we recommend relying on a statistical power analysis to tailor
the number of treatment and control categories to a given setting. In many cases, this may require
keeping the number of categories to a minimum.
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3.1

Quantities of Interest: Indirect, Interaction, and Natural Mediator Effects

In the potential outcomes framework, causal effects are the differences between potential outcomes.
For example, the individual (total) causal effect of treatment can be written as:
TEi (ta , tb ) = Yi (ta ) − Yi (tb ) = Yi (ta , Mi (ta , d∗ )) − Yi (tb , Mi (tb , d∗ )),

(1)

where ta and tb are two levels in T . As is well-known, however, individual-level effects like these
are difficult to estimate without strong assumptions because we only observe one of the Jt potential
outcomes for any particular unit i. Given this, most investigations of causal effects focus on average
effects. For example, the average treatment effect (ATE) is the difference between the average outcome
if the entire population were set to ta versus the average outcome if the entire population were set to
tb . We write this as TE(ta , tb ) = E[TEi (ta , tb )] = E[Yi (ta ) − Yi (tb )], where E[·] is the expectation
operator defined over the joint distribution of the data.
Controlled Direct Effects. The manipulated-mediator arms allow us to analyze the joint effect of
intervening on both the treatment and the mediator. In particular, we can define the individual-level
controlled direct effect as the effect of treatment for a fixed value of the mediator:
CDEi (ta , tb , m) = Yi (ta , m) − Yi (tb , m).

(2)

Referring back to our example involving Supreme Court nominees, the total treatment effect is the
difference in support for a hypothetical black candidate versus a white candidate for unit i. The controlled direct effect, on the other hand, would be the difference in support between these two nominees when respondents are provided with the additional information that the two nominees are of
the same party. Of course, as with the total effect, one of the two potential outcomes in the CDEi
is unobserved so we typically seek to estimate the average controlled direct effect (ACDE), which is
CDE(ta , tb , m) = E[CDEi (ta , tb , m)] = E[Yi (ta , m) − Yi (tb , m)]. As we discuss below, the controlled
direct effect can be thought of as the part of the total effect that is due to neither mediation nor
interaction with Mi (VanderWeele, 2014).
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If we view this design as a Jt × 3 factorial design, then the ATE and the ACDE represent what
Cochran and Cox (1957) call the simple effects of treatment at various levels of the mediator-arm
factor, Di .3
Natural Indirect Effects. The natural indirect effect of the treatment through the mediator is:
NIEi (ta , tb ) = Yi (ta , Mi (ta , d∗ )) − Yi (ta , Mi (tb , d∗ )).

(3)

This is the effect of changing the mediator by an amount induced by a change in treatment, but keeping
treatment fixed at a particular quantity. In our example, this could be the difference in respondent’s
support when the candidate is black versus support when the candidate is black, but the partisanship
is set to the level the respondent would infer if the candidate were white. In practice, the second
term in the effect, Yi (ta , Mi (tb , d∗ )), is impossible to observe without further assumptions because it
requires simultaneously observing a unit under ta (for the outcome) and tb (for the mediator). Since
we never observe both of these states at once, identification of the natural indirect effect will often
require strong and perhaps unrealistic assumptions. As the name implies, the quantity represents an
indirect effect of treatment through the mediator. This quantity will be equal to zero if either (1) the
treatment has no effect on the mediator so that Mi (ta , d∗ ) = Mi (tb , d∗ ), or (2) the mediator has no
effect on the outcome. It is intuitive that the NIE would be equal to zero under either condition, given
the usual motivation of indirect effects as multiplicative: the effect of treatment on the mediator is
multiplied by the effect of the mediator on the outcome.4 As above, we define the average natural
indirect effect (ANIE) to be NIE(ta , tb ) = E[NIEi (ta , tb )].
Reference Interactions. To capture the interaction between Ti and Mi , we introduce the reference
interaction (VanderWeele, 2014), which is the difference between the direct effect under the natural
3
One benefit of conducting these experiments on a representative survey is that it provides a firmer basis for generalization of both the ATE and the ACDE. That is, the “natural mediator” in the natural-mediator arm has the interpretation
of being an unbiased estimate of the natural value of the mediator in the population. In this way, representative surveys protect this design from sample-induced biases when generalizing our inferences to the population. We thank an
anonymous reviewer for highlighting this issue.
4
Even with heterogeneous treatment effects or a nonlinear model, the NIE provides a useful heuristic at the individual
level.
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value of the mediator under tb , or Mi (tb , d∗ ) and the controlled direct effects for the reference category
m:
RIi (ta , tb , m) = [Yi (ta , Mi (tb , d∗ )) − Yi (tb , Mi (tb , d∗ ))] − [Yi (ta , m) − Yi (tb , m)]

(4)

In our example, the reference interaction would compare the direct effect of black versus white nominees at two levels: (1) the inferred partisanship under a white nominee and (2) the manipulated
partisanship (for example, party set to “Republican”). When we average this quantity over the population, we end up with a summary measure of the amount of interaction between the treatment and
mediator, RI(ta , tb , m) = E[RIi (ta , tb , m)]. This quantity, which we call the average reference interaction effect (ARIE), is the average interaction we see in the controlled direct effect using Mi = m
as a reference category (VanderWeele, 2015, p. 607). When m = 0 (in our case, when the candidate is revealed to be a Republican), then this quantity is the average difference between the direct
effect of race under inferred partisanship and the direct effect of race for a Republican profile. The
ARIE provides a summary measure of how the ACDE varies across units due to natural variation in
the mediator—it is the part of the total effect that is due to interaction alone (VanderWeele, 2014).
It will be equal to zero when either (1) there is no treatment-mediator interaction at the individual
level, or (2) the natural value of the mediator under tb is always equal to m (e.g., all white profiles
are inferred to be Republicans). In both cases there is no interaction, either because the treatment
effects or the natural value of the mediator doesn’t vary. This quantity may be equal to zero if there
are exact cancellations in the interactions across the population, but this is both rare and dependent
on the baseline category, m.
One drawback of the ARIE is that it is dependent on the baseline or reference category m. That is,
the ARIE for setting the partisan label of the nominee to “Democrat” will differ from the ARIE setting
it to “Republican.” In fact, the sign of these two effects may be different, making careful interpretation
of this quantity essential. As a practical matter, it is often useful to set m = 0, so that the interpretation
of the ARIE is with regard to positive changes in Mi . These concerns are very similar to issues of
interpreting interactions in many statistical models, including linear regression.
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Natural Mediator Effects. The proposed design involves the choice to intervene on the mediator
or not, leading us to introduce another quantity of interest, the natural mediator effect, or NME.
The natural mediator effect is the effect of changing the mediator to its natural value for a particular
treatment value relative to some fixed baseline level of the mediator:
NMEi (t, m) = Yi (t) − Yi (t, m) = Yi (t, Mi (t, d∗ )) − Yi (t, m)

(5)

This quantity is 0 if the natural level of the mediator under t is equal to the baseline value, so that
Mi (t, d∗ ) = m or if the mediator has no effect on the outcome. Intuitively, the NME is the effect
of the induced or natural level of the mediator under treatment level t relative to m. This quantity is often of interest for applied researchers. To provide intuition, consider a study looking at the
effects on weight gain of two prescriptions: diet and exercise. Natural mediator effects would be
appropriate if a researcher was interested in how weight changes when subjects with the same assigned level of exercise are allowed to choose their own diet (which would likely cause people to
eat more) relative to a fixed prescription of both diet and exercise. Specifically, in this case, the researcher would be interested in knowing the effect of the natural level of the diet under a particular exercise regime. Using our illustration of Supreme Court nominees, the natural mediator effect
would be the effect of inferred (natural) partisanship of a hypothetical black nominee relative to a
baseline value of that candidate being a Democrat. Respondents who infer the partisanship of the
hypothetical candidate to be a Democrat will have an NME of zero since, for them, their natural
value is equal to the baseline value, Mi (t, d∗ ) = m. The average natural mediator effect (ANME) is
NME(t, m) = E[NMEi (t, m)] = E[Yi (t) − Yi (t, m)], and it is a suitable quantity of interest for experiments that provide additional information to some, but not all respondents. This may be the case
in conjoint experiments, vignette experiments, or certain field experiments where the intervention
involves manipulating the information environment.
Eliminated effect. The nature of a causal mechanism is about how much of a treatment effect is
explained by a particular mediator. To measure this, we define the eliminated effect as the difference
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between the overall average treatment effect and the average controlled direct effect:5
Δi (ta , tb , m) = [Yi (ta , Mi (ta , d∗ )) − Yi (tb , Mi (tb , d∗ ))] − [Yi (ta , m) − Yi (tb , m)] .
|
{z
} |
{z
}
total effect

(6)

controlled direct effect

In the context of the Supreme Couth nominee example, this quantity would be the difference between
the total effect of a black versus white nominee and the controlled direct effect for the same difference
when both nominees are Democrats. Thus, the eliminated effect represents the amount of the total
effect that is eliminated by setting party to a particular value.
Another way to derive and understand the eliminated effect is as the difference between two natural mediator effects. In particular, it is simple to show that the eliminated effect can be written as:
Δi (ta , tb , m) = NMEi (ta , m) − NMEi (tb , m)

= [Yi (ta ) − Yi (ta , m)] − [Yi (tb ) − Yi (tb , m)] .

(7)

One NME gives us some intuition about how subjects respond to the mediator when we move from
a controlled mediator to its natural value under a particular treatment. But the notion of a causal
mechanism of a treatment is necessarily about comparisons across treatment levels. From this point
of view, the eliminated effect is the effect of inferred partisanship versus manipulated partisanship
(e.g., party set to Democrat) for black nominees compared to the same effect for white nominees—a
type of difference-in-differences quantity. As above, we will focus on the average of these eliminated
effects,
Δ(ta , tb , m) = E[TEi (ta , tb ) − CDEi (ta , tb , m)] = TE(ta , tb ) − CDE(ta , tb , m),
which is simply the difference in average treatment effects and the average controlled direct effect at
the manipulated level of the mediator m.
Table 3.1 summarizes both the factorial nature of our proposed design and the various quantities
of interest that can be identified from this design via contrasting various experimental arms. This
table also highlights how the eliminated effect is a differences-in-differences quantity.
5
We take this naming from Robins and Greenland (1992), who referred to this quantity as the “effect that could be
eliminated by controlling for” Mi (p. 152). When divided by the average treatment effect, VanderWeele (2015, p. 50) calls
this the “proportion eliminated.”
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Treatment (Ti )
Mediator arm (Di )

Black profile (ta )

White profile (tb )

Difference

Inferred-party arm (d∗ )
Manipulated-party arm (d0 )

E[Yi (black)]
E[Yi (black, dem)]

E[Yi (white)]
E[Yi (white, dem)]

TE(black, white)
ACDE(black, white, dem)

Difference

ANME(black, dem)

ANME(white, dem)

Δ(black, white, dem)

Table 1: Representation of the different effects described in the proposed design. The interior cells show what
the average outcome of the experimental arm identifies. The margins show what effects correspond to the
difference of the quantities in the rows and columns. The eliminated effect, Δ, is the difference between these
differences. For clarity, we only include one manipulated-mediator arm.

3.2

How Eliminated Effects Help Us Understand Causal Mechanisms

In this section, we explain how the eliminated effects can teach us about the underlying causal mechanisms. Under consistency, we can characterize the eliminated effect (or the difference between the
total and controlled direct effects) using the following decomposition (VanderWeele, 2014; VanderWeele and Tchetgen Tchetgen, 2014):
Δi (ta , tb , m) = NIEi (ta , tb ) + RIi (ta , tb , m)
| {z } |
{z
}
indirect effect

(8)

interaction effect

The difference between the total effect and the controlled direct effect, then, is a combination of an
indirect effect of treatment through the mediator and an interaction effect between the treatment at
the mediator. This quantity is thus a combination of the two aspects of a causal mechanism: (1) the
causal process, represented by the indirect effect, and (2) the causal interaction, represented by the
interaction effect. Thus, we can interpret the eliminated effect as the portion of the ATE that can be
explained by Mi , either through indirect effects or interactions.
In the Supreme Court nominee example, the eliminated effect when party is fixed to “Democrat” is
the combination of two separate components. The first is the indirect effect of race on choice through
partisanship. The second is the interaction between partisanship and race. This second component
will be close to zero when the interaction effect is 0 or when party and race are tightly coupled so that
very few people imagine than a white candidate is a Democrat. In some contexts, this latter condition
may be plausible. For example, given that few African Americans identify as Republicans, assuming
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that nearly all respondents would infer such a nominee to be a Democrat may be reasonable. In these
cases, the difference in the intervention effects can be interpreted as, essentially, the indirect effect. We
note that even when these conditions do not hold, the eliminated effect still has an interpretation as
being a combination of the indirect effect and an interaction between the treatment and the mediator.
Under the above assumptions, disentangling the relative contribution of the indirect and interaction effects in contributing to the eliminated effect is impossible. To do so would require stronger
assumptions such as no interaction between Ti and Mi at the individual level or independence between the natural value of the mediator and the interaction effects (Imai, Keele and Yamamoto,
2010). If, for instance, we assume that the CDE does not vary with m at the individual level then
CDEi (ta , tb , mc ) − CDEi (ta , tb , md ) = 0 which implies that the reference interaction must be 0 and
the eliminated effect is exactly equal to the indirect effect (Robins, 2003). This approach is problematic because such “no interaction” assumptions are highly unrealistic in most settings (Petersen,
Sinisi and van der Laan, 2006). Imai, Keele and Yamamoto (2010) show how independence between
the natural value of the mediator and the outcome allows one to identify the indirect effect separately from the interaction, but, as discussed above, this independence is a strong assumption that
can be violated in empirical examples. The approach in this paper makes weaker assumptions, but
can only identify a combination of the indirect and interaction effects. Thus, there exists a fundamental trade-off between the strength of the assumptions maintained and the ability to distinguish
between indirect effects and interactions. Fortunately, all is not lost when the mediation assumptions
fail to hold: with a broader view of causal mechanisms, such as the one we suggest here, the ACDE
and the proposed design can still provide useful, albeit coarse, evidence about mechanisms.

3.3

Imperfect manipulation of the mediator

Thus far, we have assumed that the mediator of interest could be manipulated, which is a reasonable
assumption in survey experiments where the mediator is the actual provision of information. But
if researchers want to treat the belief of this information as the mediator, then the above analysis is
incomplete. In our example, respondents might not believe a nominee is a Democrat when informed
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in the experiment the nominee is Democrat—particularly if different respondents form different beliefs based on the same information. In the example of diet and exercise, participants assigned to a
specific combination of diet and exercise might cheat on their diet, eating more than the assigned
amount. The goal in this section is to outline the assumptions necessary to learn about the causal
mechanisms associated with the “true” mediator even when we cannot directly affect it.
We introduce the following monotonicity assumption that puts structure on the manipulations:
Assumption 3 (Monotonicity). For all t ∈ T , Mi (t, d0 ) ≤ Mi (t, d∗ ) ≤ Mi (t, d1 ).
Monotonicity states that providing information does not have perverse effects. For example, suppose
that d1 here refers to “Democrat” and d0 corresponds to “Republican,” where treatment is still the
race of the candidate. This assumption rules out pathological cases where under no manipulation the
respondent believes a candidate is a Democrat (Mi (t, d∗ ) = 1), but when told that the candidate is a
Democrat would believe that the candidate is a Republican (Mi (t, d1 ) = 0). Robins and Greenland
(1992, p. 149) considered stronger versions of these assumptions to identify indirect effects, but their
approach maintained a no-interactions assumption.
When we cannot directly manipulate the mediator, we can no longer identify the ACDE with Mi
fixed as some value. To address this, we define an alternative version of the ACDE with the experimental arm fixed, Di = d0 , instead of the mediator:
CDE∗ (ta , tb , d0 ) = E[Yi (ta , Mi (d0 )) − Yi (tb , Mi (d0 ))]

(9)

This is the estimand that would be identified in the manipulated-mediator arm under imperfect manipulation, so long as the exclusion restriction (Assumption 1) and randomization (Assumption
2) hold. We can also define similarly modified versions of the eliminated effect, Δ∗ (ta , tb , d0 ) =
TE(ta , tb ) − CDE∗ (ta , tb , d0 ). These effects are now defined in terms of the experimental arm manipulation rather than the mediator directly. We also need to define versions of the indirect effect
and reference interaction in this setting. First, under imperfect manipulation there may be indirect effects even in the manipulated-mediator arms, so that NIE(ta , tb , d0 ) = E[Yi (ta , Mi (ta , d0 )) −
Yi (ta , Mi (tb , d0 ))]. Under perfect manipulation, this quantity would be zero since the manipulation,
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d0 , would completely determine the mediator. Second, we can redefine the reference interaction to
be the manipulation-induced reference interaction:
RI∗ (ta , tb , d0 ) = E[Yi (ta , Mi (tb , d∗ )) − Yi (tb , Mi (tb , d∗ ))] − E[Yi (ta , Mi (tb , d0 )) − Yi (tb , Mi (tb , d0 ))]
This interaction represents the change in the direct effect of treatment for those units that update
their beliefs when provided information d0 . This group would believe that a white nominee is a
Democrat when not provided with partisanship, Mi (tb , d∗ ) = 1, but would change their mind if told
that the nominee is a Republican, Mi (tb , d0 ) = 0. Then, we show in the Appendix that the following
decomposition holds:
Δ∗ (ta , tb , d0 ) = NIE(ta , tb ) − NIE(ta , tb , d0 )
|
{z
}
manipulation-induced indirect effect

+

RI∗ (ta , tb , d0 )
|
{z
}

(10)

manipulated-induced interaction

This decomposition shows that the eliminated effect (at level d0 ) under imperfect manipulation is
the sum of two components. First is the difference between the indirect effect in the natural-mediator
arm and the indirect effect in the manipulated-mediator arm. We call this the manipulation-induced
indirect effect because it is the portion of the total indirect effect of Mi that is just due to the manipulation. Second is the manipulation-induced reference interaction. This modified interaction effect
is the difference in the CDE induced by respondents who update their beliefs in response to manipulation. Thus, we can interpret the eliminated effect with imperfect manipulation as the sum of
the indirect effects and interactions due the manipulation alone. Under perfect manipulation of the
mediator, these two quantities become the usual natural indirect effect and reference interaction.
This analysis highlights how the strength of the manipulation is important when interpreting the
eliminated effect. It is straightforward to show that both the manipulation-induced indirect effect and
reference interaction will be zero when the manipulation has no effect on the mediator,or Mi (t, d∗ ) =
Mi (t, d0 ). This makes sense in the context of the exclusion restriction (Assumption 1), since it requires
the manipulation to have no effect other than through the mediator. If it has no or a weak effect on the
mediator, the eliminated effect will be close to zero. Thus, when the ATE and the ACDE are similar,
it could be due to the mediator not being part of a causal mechanism or it could be because the
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manipulation of the mediator is weak. On the other hand, this indicates that imperfect manipulation
will generally lead to underestimates of the true eliminated effect, meaning that our estimates of causal
mechanisms will be conservative in this setting.

3.4

Extension to Conjoint Experiments

The above framework can be easily extended to conjoint experiments where several attributes are
manipulated at once and several separate profiles are shown to each respondent, as is done in conjoint experiments. This would mean that Ti is actually a multidimensional vector indicating the set
of profiles provided to respondent i. For example, our treatment might include information about
the race of the proposed Supreme Court nominee, but it also might include information about the
religion, age, and educational background of the nominee. In this setting, Hainmueller, Hopkins and
Yamamoto (2013) have shown that, under the assumptions of no-profile order effects and no carryover effects, simple difference-in-means estimators that aggregate across respondents are unbiased for
what they call the average marginal component effect or AMCE. This quantity is the marginal effect of
one component of a profile, averaging over the randomization distribution of the other components
of the treatment—the effect of race, averaging over the distribution of religion, age, and educational
background, for instance. In conjoint experiments, we can replace the ATE in the above discussion
with the AMCE and much of interpretation remains intact. This allows us to think of the eliminated
effect in this setting as both how the AMCE responds to additional intervention in the profile, but
also as a measure of how the additional intervention (or lack thereof) in the profile helps explain the
“total” effect of the AMCE.

3.5

Relationship to Post-Treatment Bias

When thinking about variables possibly affected by the treatment of interest, a common threat to inference is post-treatment bias (Rosenbaum, 1984). Post-treatment bias can occur when conditioning
on a variable that is affected by the treatment (making it “post-treatment”). It is useful to partition
this bias into two different types that are often conflated. First, conditioning on a post-treatment
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variable will generally change the quantity of interest under study from the ATE to the ACDE, which
is often the goal of such an approach. Second, conditioning on a post-treatment variable can induce
selection bias (sometimes called “collider bias”) that will bias most estimators away from either the
ACDE or the ATE. Luckily, in the framework presented here, neither of these cause problems. The
first type of post-treatment bias is actually our target of estimation here—the difference between the
ATE and ACDE. And, because the studies we consider here are ones that experimentally manipulate
the mediator, selection bias does not arise here. In observational studies, on the other hand, posttreatment bias can arise when attempting to control for factors that confound the mediator-outcome
relationship (Acharya, Blackwell and Sen, 2016).

3.6

Relevance for Observational Studies

Our approach also relates to observational studies and to the approach taken by Acharya, Blackwell
and Sen (2016). Thinking of observational studies as having experimental interpretations illustrates
the logic: for example, what is the hypothetical experiment that would identify the causal parameter
of interest in the observational study? In cases where the average treatment effect and the controlled
direct effect are both identified in an observational study, the decomposition in (6) implies that we
can also identify the eliminated effect. Acharya, Blackwell and Sen (2016) proposed the difference
between the ATE and the ACDE as a measure of the strength of a mechanism; this difference has
a straightforward interpretation as the eliminated effect from the above experimental design. The
estimation and inference for those observational studies is often more complicated than the above
experimental setting because of the presence of both baseline and intermediate confounders.
The above decomposition of the ATE suggests that the eliminated effect has a conceptual meaning
in observational studies, even though, in practice, directly intervening on the mediator is typically
impossible in an observational study. For example, Acharya, Blackwell and Sen (2016) considered an
example from Alesina, Giuliano and Nunn (2013), who claim that historical plough use affects contemporary attitudes towards women and attempted to rule out the possibility that the effect works
through contemporary mediators, such as income. Taking contemporary income as the potential
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mediator in the effect of historical plough use on contemporary attitudes towards women, the eliminated effect can be thought of in the following way. First consider the overall effect of plough use on
contemporary attitudes toward women. Then consider intervening on countries with different levels
of plough-use so that they have the same level of the contemporary income. If the effect of ploughuse disappears after this intervention, we might interpret this as evidence that contemporary income
helps explain the effect of historical plough use, either through mediation or interaction. However,
if they are the same, we might interpret it as evidence that income is not part of a causal mechanism.
While these interventions are obviously hypothetical, they highlight the relevant counterfactuals in
observational studies like this one.

4

Estimation

We now turn to identification and estimation strategies. Under the assumptions above, the eliminated
effect under imperfect manipulation of the mediator is identified as:

[
]
Δ∗ (ta , tb , dm ) = E[Y|Ti = ta , Di = d∗ ] − E[Y|Ti = ta , Di = dm ]
[
]
− E[Y|Ti = tb , Di = d∗ ] − E[Y|Ti = tb , Di = dm ]

(11)

We omit a proof given that it would be a straightforward application of standard results in experimental design. Note that under perfect manipulation of the mediator, we have Δ(ta , tb , m) = Δ∗ (ta , tb , dm ),
so this expression also identifies the eliminated effect that in that setting as well.
How might we estimate this quantity with our experimental samples? A simple plug-in estimator
would replace the expectations above with their sample counterparts. For instance, we would estimate

E[Yi |Ti = ta , Di = d∗ ] with:
∑N
b Yi |Ti = ta , Di = d∗ ] = ∑i=1 Yi I{Ti = ta , Di = d∗ }
E[
N
i=1 I{Ti = ta , Di = d∗ }

(12)

Replacing each of the expectations in (11) in a similar fashion would produce an unbiased estimator
for Δ. A convenient way to produce this estimator is through linear regression on a subset of the
data. Specifically, to estimate these quantities, first let Zi be an indicator for the natural-mediator
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arm—that is, Zi = 1 when Di = d∗ . It is sufficient to subset to the natural-mediator arm and the
manipulated-mediator arm with mediator value m (Di ∈ {d∗ , dm }) and regress Yi on an intercept,
a vector of Jt − 1 dummy variables for the levels of Ti , Wit , the experimental arm dummy, Zi , and
interactions Wit Zi . Under perfect manipulation of the mediator, if tb is the omitted category, then
the coefficient on Wita is an unbiased estimator of CDE(ta , tb , m) and the coefficient on Wita Zi will
be equivalent to the above nonparametric estimator for the eliminated effect, Δ(ta , tb , m). Note that
because this regression model is fully saturated, it makes no assumptions about the functional form
of the conditional expectation of Yi and is equivalent to an estimator that estimates effects within all
strata of the Ti and Di . One benefit of this approach is that it is not necessary to measure Mi in the
natural-mediator arm, Di = d∗ .
Estimation with conjoint experiments under complete randomization across and within experimental arms is straightforward. Let Tikl represents the lth attribute of the kth profile being evaluated,
which can take on Jl possible values, and let Yik is subject i’s response to the kth profile. Hainmueller,
Hopkins and Yamamoto (2013) show that it is possible to estimate the ACME by regressing Yik on the
Jl − 1 dummy variables for the attribute of interest. The coefficients on each dummy variable in this
case would be unbiased estimates of the ACME of that treatment level relative to the baseline group.
To estimate the eliminated effect for a particular attribute, we simply interact these dummy variables
with the experimental-arm indicator, Zi . With multiple rating tasks per respondent, there is withinrespondent clustering and so variance estimation should be done either with cluster-robust standard
errors or with a block bootstrap, where respondents are resampled with replacement. For more details
on estimation in conjoint experiments, see Hainmueller, Hopkins and Yamamoto (2013).

5
5.1

Experimental Analysis of Direct Effects and Mechanisms
Study #1: Conjoint Experiment for Nominees to the U.S. Supreme Court

Our first application is an example from Sen (2017) on how the public views nominees to the U.S.
Supreme Court. This experiment provides an attractive illustration since the true ideological leanings
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of Supreme Court nominees is often noisily conveyed to the public. Half of the 1,650 respondents
in the study were randomly assigned to see conjoint profiles that contained partisan information
about a potential nominee (n = 886) and half were assigned to see profiles that contained no such
information (n = 764). The outcome variable is a binary measure of support of the nominee.6
This experimental design matches our setting well. In the absence of partisan cues, racial information contained in the profiles may activate respondents’ presuppositions about partisan leanings.
It would be logical for respondents to place strong priors on a potential candidate identified as black
as being Democratic or Democratic leaning compared to candidates identified by the profile as being white. Thus, the total effect of the “black” racial cue (marginalizing over other attributes in the
conjoint) should be positive for Democratic respondents. However, introducing information about
partisanship, as was done for half of the respondents, allows us to estimate another substantively
meaningful quantity of interest, the controlled direct effect of the “black” racial cue fixing partisanship of the nominee. From these two experimental arms, we can estimate the eliminated effect,
Δ(ta , tb , m). If this quantity were zero, then we could conclude that partisanship plays little role in
the effect of race on support. Indeed, this would mean that giving information about the partisanship of the nominee had no impact on the effect of race on support. If this quantity were positive, it
would indicate that some portion of the positive effect of race is due to inferred partisanship, either
through indirect effects or interactions. If the eliminated effect is equal to the total effect, then this
implies that the ACDE of race fixing partisanship is equal to zero and that any effect of race in the
natural-mediator arm is due to inferred partisanship.
In the natural-mediator arm of the experiment, respondents rated profiles that included race,
gender, age, religion, previous work experience, and law school rank, but excluded any information
about the nominee’s partisanship. In the manipulated-mediator arm, the profiles included information about the party affiliation of the nominee in addition to all of the attributes. We focus on the 583
respondents who identify as Democrats for the sake of exposition. This way, copartisanship between
6

This study was conducted in December of 2013 with a non-probability sample recruited by Survey Sampling International matched to the U.S. adult population based on age, gender, race, and geography. See also Kirkland and Coppock
(forthcoming) for a similar design in a slightly different context.
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Figure 1: Average marginal effects of nominee race on support for the nominee (left panel) and eliminated
effects for nominee partisanship as a mediating variable (middle and right panels). The eliminated effect in
the middle panel has the partisanship set to “Republican” and the eliminated effect in the right panel has the
partisanship set to “Democrat.” All effects are relative to the baseline of a white nominee. Thick and thin lines
are 90% and 95% confidence intervals, respectively.

the respondent and the profile can be viewed as randomly assigned in the manipulated-mediator arm
of the experiment. To analyze this experiment, we estimate the AMCEs for each race category from
the natural-mediator arm, then estimate the ACDEs from one of the manipulated-mediator arms,
and then use these two quantities to estimate the eliminated effect. In other words, the eliminated
effect is the difference between the effect of a black profile (versus a white profile) under no party
information and the same effect when party is set to Republican or Democrat.7
Figure 5.1 shows the results for the effects of nominee race, with the total AMCEs in the left
panel and the eliminated effects for Republican profiles and Democratic profiles in the middle and
right panels, respectively. The Figure shows both 95% and 90% confidence intervals for each point
estimate, based on cluster-robust standard errors. From the marginal effects, we can see that Democratic respondents are more like to support minority nominees. (In Appendix Figure A1, we show
the full set of component effects, which show that these respondents are also more likely to support
nominees that served as a law clerk, nominees that attended higher-ranked law schools, and nom7

Note that there are two possible ACDEs, one for Republican (non-copartisan) and Democratic (copartisan) profiles
and so there are two possible eliminated effects corresponding to each of these.
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inees who are younger than 70.) But these effects are in the condition where respondents had no
access to information about the partisanship of the nominee.
Is the effect of race on support due to respondents inferring the partisanship of the nominee
from their race? The eliminated effect tell us this exactly. In the right two panels, we show this
quantity when setting the candidate party to two different levels, Republican and Democrat. A large,
statistically significant difference for a given attribute in either of these panels would indicate that
partisanship of the hypothetical candidate plays a role in a causal mechanism for that attribute. The
eliminated effects for the racial minority effects are generally positive, meaning that it appears that
partisanship does play a part in the causal mechanism for these attributes. These differences are especially acute for the effect of a black nominee versus a white nominee, which makes sense since black
citizens are more likely to identify with the Democratic party than white citizens. In the Appendix,
we show that partisanship plays less of a role for the other attributes with a few exceptions. The above
interpretations continue to hold even if not everyone believes a candidate to be a member of the party
identified, so long as the partisan affiliation manipulation is monotonic for beliefs about partisanship
as described in Section 3.3.
These differences imply that there are either indirect effects of race on support through inferred
partisanship or that there are positive interactions between racial attributes and partisanship. A positive indirect effect would indicate that race impacts inferred partisanship and that this changes support for the candidate. A positive reference interaction would imply that the direct effect of race
under the inferred partisanship of a white nominee is greater than the direct effect under the manipulated partisanship. That is, inferring partisanship caused a higher direct effect of race. Even though
we cannot differentiate between these two sources of partisanship as a causal mechanism, it appears
that partisanship does offer an explanation for the overall AMCE of race that we see in the naturalmediation arm, which is consistent with the literature on heuristics from political psychology (e.g.,
McDermott, 1998). Finally, we note that this is a study where the possibility of conducting a mediation analysis might be fraught. The sequential ingorability assumption of Imai, Keele and Yamamoto
(2010) would require us to measure the inferred party of the nominee and then assume that this in-
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ferred partisanship is essentially randomly assigned with respect to the potential levels of support.
For reasons discussed above, this may be implausible in this case, making our design an attractive
alternative to learning about the causal mechanisms.

5.2

Study #2: Public Opinion and Democratic Peace

As a second application of this framework, we replicate the experimental study of Tomz and Weeks
(2013), which explored whether American respondents are more likely to support preemptive military strikes on non-democracies versus democracies. To examine this, Tomz and Weeks presented
respondents with different country profiles and asked respondents whether they would, or would
not, support preemptive American military strikes against the hypothetical country. They randomly
assigned various characteristics of these profiles, including (1) whether the country was a democracy,
(2) whether the country had a military alliance with the United States, and (3) whether the country
had a high level of trade with the United States. The authors then asked a set of follow-up questions to
assess perceptions of threat, such as whether or not the respondent thought it likely that the country
would initial a nuclear strike against a neighbor or the United States. Of particular interest to us is
that the authors then used the answers to these threat questions in a mediation analysis to explore
how perceptions of threat may mediate the effect of democracy on support for a strike. However, the
mediation analysis requires that there be no unmeasured confounders between perceptions of threat
and support for an attack. Because the question on perception of threat was simply measured and
not randomized, the “no unmeasured confounders” assumption could be unreasonably strong.
To explore these mechanisms, we fielded a replication and extension of this study on June 9th,
2016. We recruited a sample of 1,247 respondents from Mechanical Turk who took the online survey
through Qualtrics.8 In this study, we added a second manipulation arm to this experiment that allows
us assess whether perceptions of threat may play a role in explaining the overall effect of democracy
without this problematic assumption. Specifically, following the original experimental design, we
8
The sample was restricted to adults aged 18 or older residing in the United States. Respondents were told this was
a five-minute survey about international affairs and were offered $1.25 for their participation. We additionally collected
some demographic information from respondents, but do not use these in the analyses below. We present the full survey
instrument in the Supplemental Materials.
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Figure 2: Results from the replication of Tomz and Weeks (2013). Data from a Mechanical Turk survey experiment (N = 1247). Bootstrap 95% (thin line) and 90% (thick line) confidence intervals are based on 5,000
bootstrap replications.

randomly assigned different features of the country in the vignette using the same criteria as Tomz and
Weeks.9 We then randomly manipulated one additional treatment condition. Half of the respondents
were randomly assigned to the experimental design exactly as it was in Tomz and Weeks (2013), with
no information given about the threat that the hypothetical country poses. Half of respondents were
randomly assigned to the manipulated-mediator arm, which contained additional information about
the threat in the vignette: “The country has stated that it is seeking nuclear weapons to aid in a conflict
with another country in the region.”10 Note that it is still possible to identify and estimate Δ(ta , tb , m)
even when there is only one value of Mi in the manipulated-mediator arm, as is the case here.
Figure 5.2 shows the results from this replication. The analysis shows that, first, we are able replicate Tomz and Weeks’s finding that respondents are less likely to support a preemptive strike against
a democracy versus a non-democracy (bottom-most coefficient, which is negative), but with some
caveats. For example, the difference is not statistically significant, which might be due to the fact that
9

Tomz and Weeks provided us with the exact survey instrument used for their experiment and we followed that
instrument exactly with the exception of the manipulated mediator.
10
The language for this manipulation comes from the measured mediator from the original study where Tomz and
Weeks (2013) found a large effect of democracy on respondents’ perceptions that the country would threaten to attack
another country.
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the number of units used to estimate the ATE here is roughly half the number used in the original
experiment. Also, the ACDE of democracy with the information about threat held constant is more
than double in magnitude than the ATE and statistically significant—an unusual instance in the sense
that the ACDE is actually larger in magnitude than the ATE.11 This difference leads to an overall positive eliminated effect, which, as above, can be thought of as the combination of the natural indirect
effect and the reference interaction.
This positive eliminated effect stands in contrast to Tomz and Weeks (2013), who found a negative
indirect effect of democracy through potential threat. There are two possible reasons for this. First,
the indirect effect might indeed be negative in our experiment as well, but the reference interaction is
so positive that the overall result is a positive eliminated effect. A positive reference interaction in this
case would indicate that the direct effect of democracy at the inferred level of threat for an autocratic
profile is lower in magnitude (i.e., less negative) than the direct effect under the manipulated level of
threat in this study. The inferred level of threat under autocracy might be quite high if, for example,
respondents inferred the hypothetical country to be North Korea, a country that has threatened the
U.S. in the past. The level of threat given in the manipulated-mediator arm was that the hypothetical
country was seeking nuclear weapons as part of a dispute in their region. This level of threat would
be lower than the inferred threat of North Korea since it doesn’t directly threaten the United States.
Then, if higher levels of threat tend to lower the effect of democracy, then the direct effect under the
inferred mediator would be closer to zero than the direct effect under the manipulated mediator and
leave us with a positive reference interaction.
A possible second explanation for the divergence with Tomz and Weeks (2013) is that the natural
indirect effect might be positive or non-existent in both studies, but a violation of the usual mediation assumptions in Tomz and Weeks (2013) study could have led to a biased estimate of the indirect
effect. In that study, Tomz and Weeks measured the perceived level of threat after respondents read
11

From Figure 5.2, it appears that the difference between the ATE and the ACDE may not be statistically significant
since their confidence intervals overlap. This appears in contrast to the confidence intervals for the eliminated effect that
do not include zero. This apparent discrepancy is due to the covariance between the two estimates leading to confidence
interval widths for the eliminated effect that are less than the sum of the widths of the ATE and ACDE. This result holds
with standard variance estimators for OLS, Huber-White “robust” standard errors, or the bootstrapping approach used
here.
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the profile. The usual sequential ignorability assumption of mediation analysis (Imai, Keele and Yamamoto, 2010) would require there to be no unmeasured confounders between perceived threat and
support for a preemptive strike other than what is in the profile and any pretreatment covariates.
This would be violated if, for example, some respondents had higher levels of anxiety that affected
both perceptions of threat and support for preemptive strikes. Unfortunately, this very standard experimental design for mediation essentially creates an observational study within the experiment. If
these strong assumptions do not hold, then the estimates of the indirect effect in Tomz and Weeks
(2013) could be biased. Our experimental design does not rely on this assumption and, thus, would
not suffer from this type of bias. In this way, the positive eliminated effect could be giving us evidence
of a positive or null indirect effect and still be consistent with the results of Tomz and Weeks (2013).
These two explanations are not mutually exclusive and could work together to produce the large,
positive eliminated effect we see in this study. Either way, without further assumptions, it is impossible
to tease apart the relative contributions of the indirect and interaction effects in this study. However,
we can conclude that threat is part of a causal mechanism for the effect of democracy on support for
a strike.12

6

Conclusion

We conclude by providing an assessment of how our framework may be useful for applied researchers.
Many of the most interesting political science questions focus on when and how effects operate.
Within the context of survey experiments, moreover, additional efforts have gone toward manipulating different components of information in order to tease apart causal mechanisms. The quantities
of interest that we discuss here—controlled direct effects, natural mediator effects, and differences in
natural mediator effects—speak directly to these questions.
How can applied researchers best leverage these quantities of interest? First, applied researchers
12

There is, of course, another possibility: that the samples generated by the two experiments were different enough to
lead to different ATE and ACDE estimates. This might be plausible if the Mechanical Turk pool has changed dramatically
over the last few years or if the incentives to participate between the two studies were different. We think that this is less
of an issue in this case given the similarity of the ATE estimates being similar across the two studies.
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need to give careful thought as to which quantity of interest best suits their needs. The controlled
direct effect is particularly useful in instances where applied researchers need to “rule out” the possibility of an opposing narrative driving their results. For example, in our illustration of the U.S.
Supreme Court, a plausible research inquiry is that the researcher in question needs to rule out the
counter-argument that different priors about partisanship are driving his findings regarding the treatment effect of race. On the other hand, the natural mediator effect is perhaps a more intuitive step,
as it represents the difference associated with intervening on a mediator as opposed to allowing the
mediator to take on its “natural” value. In this sense, examining intervention effects is best used by
applied researchers trying to understand the effect of a mediator on outcomes in a “real world” context. This may be of particular concern to those researchers particularly keen on emphasizing the
external validity of experimental findings. Finally, the eliminated effect is a quantity that measures
the extent to which the overall ATE of the treatment can be explained by the mediator. This quantity
is a combination of an indirect effect and an interaction effect, both of which we interpret as being
measures of how the mediator participates in a causal mechanism.
Assessing which of these quantities of interest best suits applied researchers’ needs is the first
step. The second is estimation. We provided a simple way to estimate the ACDE and the eliminated
effect both in straightforward survey experiments and in more complicated conjoint designs. In the
survey context, providing respondents with different levels of information (that is, manipulating or
fixing the treatments and mediators) in various ways will easily identify one or both quantities of
interest. We also note that survey experiments, and conjoint experiments in particular, perhaps have
the most flexibility in randomizing potential mediators. Thus, as our examples show, survey experiments enable the straightforward identification of both controlled direct effect and natural mediator
effects—making them particularly flexible for applied researchers.
Of course, the fairly weak assumptions of the proposed design come at a cost. Under the maintained assumptions, estimating the indirect effect of treatment separately from the interaction is impossible. Stronger assumptions, such as those proposed in Imai, Keele and Yamamoto (2010), allow
for the identification of the indirect effect, which is an intuitive quantity of interest. Still, these ad-
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ditional mediation assumptions cannot be guaranteed to hold by experimental design and so could
be false. Our goal in this paper is to highlight how we can still obtain evidence on causal mechanisms even when mediation assumptions are unlikely to hold. Applied researchers must evaluate
what trade-offs are acceptable for each empirical setting.
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A

Multilevel mediators

In this section, we generalize the discussion in the main text to allow for mediators with more than
two levels. Now, the mediator can take values m ∈ M, where there are |M| = Jm possible values

{m1 , . . . , mJm }. The potential values of the outcome and the mediator remain similarly defined as
above and the assumptions should be slightly modified to hold for all values m ∈ M. We also extend
the notation of the manipulation variable so that Di takes on one of Jm + 1 values {d∗ , d1 , . . . , dJm }.
We assume that the ordering of these values of Di are such that dk corresponds to setting Mi = mk
and d∗ remains the natural-mediator arm. Finally, it is most intuitive to apply these methods to
situations where there is an ordering to values of the mediator so that mJm refers to a “higher” value
of the mediator than m1 . With nominal mediators, it is often more useful to use a series of binary
mediators.
All of the quantities of interest in the main text remain the same with this new mediator except
for the reference interaction. For a given mediator level, m, the reference interaction at the individual
level becomes:
RIi (ta , tb , m) =

∑

I{Mi (tb ) = m̃} [CDEi (ta , tb , m̃) − CDEi (ta , tb , m)]

(13)

m̃∈M\{m}

Taking averages, we get the the ARIE in this setting:

E[RIi (ta , tb , m)]
∑
[
]
=
E CDEi (ta , tb , m̃) − CDEi (ta , tb , m)|Mi (tb ) = m̃ P[Mi (tb ) = m̃]

(14)

m̃∈M\{m}

This new reference interaction can be interpreted as the weighted average interaction for those units
whose natural value of the mediator is not equal to m. As with the binary case, this quantity will
be equal to zero when either (1) there is no treatment-mediator interaction for this particular CDE,
or (2) there is zero probability of the natural value of the mediator under tb being equal to anything
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other than m. Under perfect manipulation of the mediator, the decomposition in (8) remains valid
with this updated definition of the reference interaction (VanderWeele, 2015, p. 606).

B

Proof of imperfect manipulation decomposition

Here we develop the technical details of the imperfect manipulation with multileveled mediators.
The binary mediator results will follow. First, we state a more general version of the monotonicity
assumption:
1. Monotonicity (i): Mi (d1 ) ≤ . . . ≤ Mi (dJm )
2. Monotonicity (ii): Mi (t, d∗ ) = mj =⇒ Mi (dj ) = mj
Here, we extend monotonicity to rule out situations where a respondent naturally believes mediator
to take value mj , but changes that belief when they are told it is that value (Di = dj ). In a binary
setting, the second two assumptions are equivalent to Assumption 3. Finally, there is a possibility of a
indirect effect in the manipulated-mediator arms, so we define a more general natural indirect effect
that can depend on the experimental arm: NIEi (ta , tb , d) = Yi (ta , Mi (ta , d)) − Yi (ta , Mi (tb , d)).
We show the decomposition of the difference between the total effect and the controlled direct
effect at the lowest level of the mediator, d1 /m1 :
Yi (ta ) − Yi (tb ) − [Yi (ta , Mi (ta , d1 )) − Yi (tb , Mi (ta , d1 ))]

(15)

By adding and subtracting Yi (ta , Mi (tb , d∗ )) and Yi (ta , Mi (tb , d1 )), we can see that this is equivalent
to:
NIEi (ta , tb , d∗ ) − NIEi (ta , tb , d1 )

+ [Yi (ta , Mi (tb , d∗ )) − Yi (tb , Mi (tb , d∗ ))]

(16)

− [Yi (ta , Mi (tb , d1 )) − Yi (tb , Mi (tb , d1 ))] .
For any respondents with Mi (tb , d∗ ) = Mi (tb , d1 ), the latter two terms of this expression will be equal
to each other and so will cancel to 0. Furthermore, because of the above monotonicity assumptions,
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we know that Mi (tb , d∗ ) ≥ Mi (tb , d1 ). With this in hand, we can rewrite the decomposition as:
NIEi (ta , tb , d∗ ) − NIEi (ta , tb , d1 )

+

Jm ∑
Jm
∑

{
}[
]
I {Mi (tb , d∗ ) = mk } I Mi (tb , d1 ) = mj CDEi (ta , tb , mk ) − CDEi (ta , tb , mj )

(17)

j=1 k=j+1

Taking expectations of the second part of this expression, we are left with the following version of the
imperfect manipulation reference interaction:
Jm ∑
Jm
∑
( [
]
E CDEi (ta , tb , mk ) − CDEi (ta , tb , mj )|Mi (tb , d∗ ) = mk , Mi (tb , d1 ) = mj
RI (ta , tb , d1 ) =

∗

j=1 k=j+1

[
])
×P Mi (tb , d∗ ) = mk , Mi (d1 ) = mj
(18)
Putting this all together, we are left with the following decomposition:
TE(ta , tb ) − CDE∗ (ta , tb , d1 ) = NIE(ta , tb , d∗ ) − NIE(ta , tb , d1 ) + RI∗ (ta , tb , d1 )

(19)

The result given in the main text easily follows by restricting Mi to be binary and Di to take on three
possible values (with a slight adjustment to notation where d1 here corresponds to d0 in the binary
case given in the main text).

C

Democratic Peace Survey Instrument

The survey was implemented in Qualtrics and broken down into the following question categories:
• Consent information
• Age screen
• Attention check
• Treatment/outcome
• Political questions
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• Demographic questions
• Comment box
Below we give the main questions and text in the survey. For each binary choice in the treatment
condition, each respondent was randomly assigned to either condition with probability 0.5.

1

Treatment

There is much concern these days about the spread of nuclear weapons. We are going to describe a
situation the United States could face in the future. For scientific validity the situation is general, and
is not about a specific country in the news today. Some parts of the description may strike you as
important; other parts may seem unimportant.
Please read the details very carefully. After describing the situation, we will ask your opinion
about a policy option.
Here is the situation:
• A country is developing nuclear weapons and will have its first nuclear bomb within six months.
The country could then use its missiles to launch nuclear attacks against any country in the
world.
• This country [has/ does not have] a military alliance with the United States.
• This country [is a democracy and shows every sign that it will remain a democracy / is not a
democracy and shows no sign of becoming a democracy]
• This country’s nonnuclear forces are half as strong as those of the United States.
• This country [has / does not have] high level of trade with the United States.
• [The country’s motives remain unclear, but if it builds nuclear weapons, it will have the power
to blackmail or destroy other countries/ The country has stated that it is seeking nuclear
weapons to aid in a conflict with another country in the region]
• The country has refused all requests to stop its nuclear weapons program.
By attacking the country’s nuclear development sites now, the United States could prevent the
country from making any nuclear weapons.
Would you favor or oppose using the U.S. military to attack the country’s nuclear development
sites?
• Favor strongly
• Favor somewhat
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• Neither favor nor oppose
• Oppose somewhat
• Oppose strongly

2

Political questions

We will now ask you some questions about your background and political views.
1. Some people seem to follow what’s going on in government and public affairs most of the time,
whether there’s an election going on or not. Others aren’t that interested. Would you say you
follow what’s going on in government and public affairs?
• Most of the time
• Some of the time
• Only now and then
• Hardly at all
2. On the ideological scale, where would you place the two major parties? (NOTE: asked for each
party separately)
• Strongly Liberal
• Somewhat Liberal
• Lean Liberal
• Moderate; Middle of the Road
• Lean Conservative
• Somewhat Conservative
• Strongly Conservative
• Don’t Know
3. Generally speaking, do you usually think of yourself as a Democrat, a Republican, an independent, or something else?
• Republican
• Democrat
• Independent
• Something else
4. (If “Democrat”) Would you call yourself a strong Democrat or a not very strong Democrat?
• Strong Democrat
• Not very strong Democrat
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5. (If “Republican”) Would you call yourself a strong Republican or a not very strong Republican?
• Strong Republican
• Not very strong Republican
6. Do you think of yourself as closer to the Republican Party or to the Democratic Party?
• Closer to the Republican Party
• Closer to the Democratic Party
• Neither

3

Demographic questions
1. What is your gender?
• Male
• Female
2. What racial or ethnic group or groups best describes you?
• White, non-Hispanic
• Black/African-American, non-Hispanic
• Hispanic, Latino/a, or Chicano/a
• Asian, non-Hispanic
• Native American or American Indian, non-Hispanic
• Two or more groups (multiracial or multi-ethnic)
• Other
3. Which of the following best describes your current employment status?
• Full-time
• Part-time
• Temporarily laid off
• Unemployed
• Retired
• Permanently disabled
• Homemaker
• Student
• Other
4. What is the highest level of education you have completed?
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• Some high school
• High school graduate
• Some college
• 2-year college graduate
• 4-year college graduate
• Some post-graduate education
• Post-graduate degree
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